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This is our view of the flow of the Holy Spirit in South Africa between the city-churches. This map is not by 
inspiration but deduced from observations of the working of the Holy Spirit in South Africa at this time. The 
functioning of the Spirit in the nation seems to follow the natural function of the physical cities, both 
presently and historically. 
 
 



 
CICT – The Spiritual Parliament of RSA 
 
Cape Town is where the parliament of the country sits, the legislature, where laws are drafted, so too in the 
Spirit. Here the promises of God are written. 
 
The Church in Cape Town are the custodians and guardians of the promises of God for the country. The 
vision was written here, the laws are passed here. The decrees are made here. Mandela sat in prison here 
and the vision of a new free South Africa was seen here. The prophecies of fire are seen and heard and 
believed here. Have you ever wondered why so many prayer warriors choose to pray at Parliament itself? 
They are the MP’s of the Spirit from the Church in Cape Town. They are the spiritual parliamentarians! 
Here the laws of the land are crafted and drafted. The vision is cast here, starts here but it is not delivered 
here. No other church in RSA has so many Spiritual MP’s! Here the Deeds Office sits, here Canaan 
inheritance acreages are deeded in the Spirit! 
 
 
CIB – The Spiritual Court Room of RSA 
 
Bloemfontein is the seat of the Supreme Court of RSA, so too in the Spirit. Here the promises of God are 
enforced. 
 
Here the laws and decrees made by Christ through his CICT are enforced. When disputes arise through 
the accuser of the bretheren of the promises of God birthed through CICT, here the CIB deals with those in 
the court room of the Spirit. The CIB role is also to interpret the laws written by the CICT, they have the 
most balanced (justice function) interpreting skills and they should lead in this. They have the authority from 
the Lord to do this, no other church in the country has so many Advocates in the Spirit! The CIB job is to 
enforce the promises to the nation, deal with accusations, if valid then to administer the repentance and 
managed the absolution of national sins against God’s Constitution (ie the Law of the Spirit of Life). They 
have authority and mandate to hold court in the Spirit and the rest of the church in the country should follow 
their lead. Ministries originating there are flavoured with the legal issues of what the Cross of Christ brought 
for us, they get the deepest revelation here, the soil and geography of OFS is stable. 
 
CIP-J – The Spiritual Presidency and Treasury of RSA 
 
Pretoria is the seat of the government of South Africa, so too in the Spirit.  
 
Here the president is inaugurated and the ministers execute the ideals of the Constitution. Here the 
government administers the laws, here many apostolic leaders govern church networks and similar 
governmental roles in the body of Christ in the nation. The ministries here are flavoured with a practical, 
can do and resourced to do spirit. The Church in Pretoria executes well the laws of the Spirit of Life. 
 
Johannesburg is the seat of the financial centre of the country, with Sandton at the heat, so too in the Spirit.  
 
The CIJ has the keys to the treasury of God, they have keys that no other church in the country has to 
unlock wealth for the benefit of the kingdom. No surprises so many ministries are giving ministries and 
sending ministries and apostolic to the nations of the world through the airport. 
 
Pretoria and Johannesburg are sister cities that will eventually become one and they are the power base of 
the country. 
 
CID-P – The Spiritual Factory of RSA 
 
Durban and Pietermaritzburg form the export gateway of RSA and so too in the Spirit. Here the promises 
written in Cape Town, contended for in Bloemfontein, resourced in Joburg, authorised in Pretoria are finally 
prepared for actual export in Durban. It is the primary sending, exit place of the country. Through Durban, 
the Lord will bless the nations but it is not a spiritual capital. The three capitals of the country have a 
governing function, Durban has a delivery function, much like a birth canal has compared to the womb. 
 
 
CIPE and CIEL 
 
These tow sister cities are gateways from the east of the country to serve in the inheritances Deeded in 
Cape Town. They are gateway cities. 



 
Direction of Flow 

If you look at the map, the arrows indicate a direction or flow of matters spiritual, this I believe 
resembles the flow and sequencing of what happens in the Spirit. This is therefore a prophetic map 
because it has predictive value, showing how the Lord moves through His Church in the nation.  

Current example 
 
I would like to share an observation with you with regards last week’s National Day of Repentance. I feel 
the origin of the National Day of Repentance from the Church in Bloemfontein makes perfect sense. 
Considering that in the natural, Bloemfontein is the Judicial Capital of South Africa, so in the spirit. Here the 
Supreme Court sits and enforces the laws of the land. Repentance is needed because of the breaking of 
God's laws. It has to do with judicial concepts such as confession, acquittal, restitution and sentencing. I 
am not surprised that the Lord initiated His Church in Bloemfontein (CIB) to lead with this, so we as the 
Church in Cape Town (CICT) should absolutely follow their lead in this. 
 
Cape Town is where Parliament sits and the laws that are drafted here are enforced in Bloemfontein. Cape 
Town is a birthing, alpha, starting, commissioning and blueprint city, not surprising that so many prophecies 
point to this and the vision is cast here, plans are made here and the law of the Spirit of life is drafted into 
spiritual tablets here. 
 
Then there is the twin cities of Pretoria and Johannesburg. This is where the real power sits, political and 
economic. Pretoria is the seat of Power/ Government in the natural but so too in the Spirit. This is where 
the laws of the Spirit that are written in Cape Town, enforced in Bloemfontein are administered. Most 
executive government functions sit in Pretoria.  Pretoria's twin sister, Johannesburg is where the real 
financial power sits and is also the guardian of the Constitution. I am sure we will still see the Church in 
Pretoria arise and we will see her redemptive purpose manifest and we will see the explosion of power 
from there from which the whole country will be blessed. 
 
May each city-church in South Africa come to their full expression of glorifying Christ in their own unique 
way but I suspect that the lead will be given from these three spiritual capitals of South Africa 
 
Pregnancy cycle - Another Metaphor 
 
Conception happens in CICT 
Inheritance happens in CIB through the naming of the child 
CIJ-P is the womb  
CID is the delivery canal to the seas and the nations of the world 
 
Final Word 

Just like the 12 tribes of Jacob were all sons with different roles so too the city churches in South 
Africa. There is no competition, just complimentary differences in nature and calling. May all the city-
churches in the nation celebrate in their God given purpose and destiny! 

 

 

 

 

 

 


